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Ripples From Peace Lake Essays
Going through seasonal decorations and memorabilia recently, I came across an essay written
during my freshman year of college.
Little girls grow up but God's Word remains forever
Responding to the increasing diversity of the Canadian population -- and to an increasing sensitivity
to historical diversities -- the 1982 Constitution Act ...
Charter versus Federalism: The Dilemmas of Constitutional Reform
"An architectural style characterised by unfinished concrete, recessed windows, top-heavy design,
and a proclivity for bulk and heft, brutalism proliferated around the world in the mid-20th ...
Something beaut about brutalism
This conversation is the first chapter of “Unearthed” — a series created by Earth in Color that
archives Black history, celebrating our historical and contemporary connections to place with a
focus on ...
Affirming Black land histories: A conversation on land, legacy, and liberation
AMES, Iowa (AP) — The president of Iowa State’s student crew club said winds that had been
forecast to remain low picked up suddenly, causing a boat to capsize before the crew could return
to ...
Iowa State crew club president discusses boat's capsizing
So, in celebration of the 25th anniversary of National Poetry Month, we’ve come together to curate
a list of a few of our favorite poems. Join us as we appreciate the poems that have shaped us. We ...
Polygon’s favorite poems
We can’t, and shouldn’t, be nice all the time, I found myself thinking, but do we have to be so petty,
so selfish?
Column: We’re all just particles bouncing off one another, tied together by a very big
universe
A scene from Lake Minnetonka. In an April 18 commentary, Bloomington resident Tiffany Johnson
wrote about a racial interaction — or rather the lack of one — she had while visiting the lake with
her ...
Readers Write: 'The white family at Lake Minnetonka and words unspoken,' policing
inconsistencies, legislative foot-dragging, majority rule, marijuana
I had heard it twice already, and seen nothing but circular ripples on the glasslike ... splashing of
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water against the lake’s shore. I was completely at peace. During these challenging times ...
Vlogging and fishing: a YouTuber goes wild camping in the Cascade mountains
With spring already underway, it’s time to take a look at the most anticipated debut books of
2021's second quarter. The next three months promise plenty of great memoirs, novels, and
collections for ...
51 Debut Books To Look Forward To This Spring & Summer
AITKIN — Ripple River Gallery announced the opening of its next show titled “Emergence/Reemergence,” which opens April 28. Fifteen artists submitted their art for this exhibit, which features
a ...
Entertainment Briefs — April 21
More conservative residents still communicate their discontent at the fact both genders train
together, says Husaini, but they work with those people to find peace ... a frozen lake in Band ...
Freedom on slopes: the women skiers of Afghanistan – photo essay
Sheep grazed languidly along its grassy upper slopes and a deafening silence resounded as the
almond-shaped lake sat mirror-like, without a ripple. The alpine lake was mesmerising, surrounded
by ...
On the Other Side
I only mention this because it reminded me of a Frances McDormand quote in the New York Times a
while back, when she was talking about playing the eponymous Olive Kitteridge in the 2014
television ...
Nomadland: Will Gompertz reviews film starring Frances McDormand
A 1-year-old boy in Chicago and a mother of six from Manheim, Pennsylvania, are forever and
improbably linked, both having been shot during what police are describing as road rage incidents
in the ...
Column: A 1-year-old boy in Chicago and a mother of 6 from Pennsylvania are both
victims of road rage and America’s unique scourge — gun violence
Through the wide windows of Max and Cassie Ray’s family home in Oxfordshire you gaze on to a
placid lake. As aqueous shadows ripple across ceilings, the splash of a canoeist’s oar is the only
sound ...
Take a moment to explore a tranquil Cotswolds home that combines ideas of
bohemianism and minimalism
There is a lake and a mountain and a red-striped lighthouse ... shaded by intense greenery. These
islands ripple out into the Norwegian Sea, some threaded together by tunnels burrowed beneath ...
How One Hotelier Is Preserving a Fairy-Tale Region of Coastal Norway
"The solitude or companionship of sharing a stream, lake, river or pond with another in an outdoor
setting is settling to one's inner being," he said. "(T)he peace and serenity of a mountain ...
Casting passion: What is fly-fishing's allure?
Peace was rent asunder and chaos prevailed from then on. I mean, out of all the tables at lake’s
edge, why flock to the one next ours? Not only did they yell to be heard on the opposite bank ...
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